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TrackIt Android v14.4.35 Release Notes

These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and
other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the TrackIt Android
product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the
TrackIt Android app and increase its overall benefit for end users.
Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the
TrackIt Android app and improve the overall end user experience.
Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.
Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and
corrections.
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Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity
throughout TrackIt.

Addresses accurately reflect changes for return

(TX-2074)

destination card
TrackIt now updates the Returning Navigation card on a tablet to reflect any new location when a
delivery address changes. Previous to this, if only the latitude or longitude changed, the card was not
updated.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for a more fluid and
productive experience throughout TrackIt Android.

Messages wouldn't deliver if the Android

(DDT-1698)

app crashed
Corrected behavior:
TrackIt messages will attempt to deliver until the Android application successfully receives the
message.

Previous behavior:
TrackIt messages would not deliver to the tablet device if the Android app crashed while the
message was being delivered.

Users could access the Diagnostics screen

(TX-2107)

without a Probe license assigned
Corrected behavior:
After logging in on TrackIt Android, the Diagnostics screen will not be available if the vehicle does not
have a Probe license assigned.

Previous behavior:
After logging in on TrackIt Android, users could still navigate to the Diagnostics screen despite the
vehicle not having a Probe license assigned.
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